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HEAL WITHOUT A PILL
Drugs, Chemicals and Pills are not the only choices to
heal your body. Those often only mask the problems.
Stress in our daily lives often is the root cause to
initiate the inflammation, which then leads to many
chronic health issues. The conventional process simply
treats the symptoms. These chronic health issues can
affect your personal, even work relationships and
significantly affect productivity as well. With 27 years
of expertise in healing body, mind and soul, she shows
you how to heal yourself without drugs, pills and
chemicals. With her ‘Heal Without a Pill ’ method, Dr.
Lina empowers individual to heal naturally and design
holistic health as integrative appraoch to healthcare.

An international speaker known for her high-content, Dr. Lina Thakar is an
expert with high energy and very interactive with your entire audience. With
“do-it-now” tools and immediately actionable takeaways your audience will be
ecstatic with their new found natural path to healing. She is the author of five
books, one international best-seller. Her upcoming book is “Heal Without a Pill: 9
Instant Action Steps to Stop Energy Fluctuations, Weight Issues, and release
depressed mindsets”. Having over 25,000 clients in the past 27 years and
presenting for over a thousand groups, her ‘Heal Without a Pill’ approach has truly
saved lives

HEAL WITHOUT A PILL
Dr. Lina will empower you and your audience to heal naturally and to design holistic
health as integrative approach to healthcare with her ‘Heal Without A Pill’ process.
Her proven three-step expert-designed natural healthcare process is easy to follow and is
effective because it has actionable steps that you can immediately apply to your life.
Dr. Lina Thakar speaks to big or small groups, whether you are an entrepreneur, CEO,
association or have an organization - large or small - she will teach you how to:
• Prevent energy fluctuations
Book Dr. Lina Thakar to offer your audience
• Stop weight issues
expert natural health solutions to potentially
• Heal depressed mindsets
heal chronic sickness, fatigue, and pain.
• Improve your productivity
Call 727-444-0269 or
• Improve both personal and work relationships Email Support@DrLinaThakar.com

